YZFM-1080MG
Automatic thermal film laminating machine
The equipment is suitable for BOPP Thermal Lamination Film

Figure 1,
1, Technical Data
Maximum sheet size：W1080×L1200mm
Minimum sheet size：W320×L290mm
Applicable paper thickness：105-500gram
Feeder piling Height：1300mm
Applicable film thickness：0.01-0.02mm
Installed power：33.69kW (380V, AC3φ, 50Hz)
Actual power consumption in production：10-20kW/h
Max. Mechanical speed：100m/min, 10000sheets/h
Normal production speed ： 20-100m/min (According to different paper, requirements, and
specifications)
overall dimension：L9500× W2900× H1950mm
2, Main functions
2-1, Automatic paper feeder
1. drive of the paper feeder can move forward and backward to facilitate feed large and small size
paper；
2. feeder can produce paper sizes: W 1080× L1200mm；Nonstop feeding function is suitable for W
1080× L1200mm
3. Overlap size is controlled by servo motor, overlap error can be controlled within ± 2mm
4. The fastest speed of feeder is 12000 sheets / hour, cooperating with the air supplement mechanism

5. Feeder press foot adopts high pressure air blowing to make large size paper transfer smoothly and
quickly
6. Feeder adopts German BECKER vacuum pump
7. Feeder bridge conveyor belt with suction and pressure roller double guarantee, high speed paper
transport, and paper does not move
8. Feeder is equipped with double sheet controller to prevent double sheet or multiple sheet

Figure 2, feeder

Figure 3, feeder bridge

2-2, laminating machine
1. 380mm diameter mirror heating roller adopts Pioneering Technology, double layer design Roller
structure (external electromagnetic heating), and the temperature is constant by the external mold
temperature machine; heat-transfer oil circulation mechanism inside the roller to realize the internal
and external circulation of the roller, so as to achieve the same surface temperature of the whole roller,
and the roller surface temperature supply speed is faster, so as to ensure the better melting of EVA, and
solve the problem that EVA can be better melted under high-speed operation, so as to ensure the film
lamination quality is OK.
2. The pressure clutch of main pressing roller is controlled by hydraulic pump, and the pressure is set
according to the paper thickness
3. Film releasing shaft is pneumatic shaft, which is convenient to install and change film
4. BOPP film roll loading (2 sets, The upper film roll loading structure is used for front side lamination,
and the lower film roll loading structure is used for back side lamination) , film roll loading adopt air
expansion shaft device, easy to load and unload, equipped with obvious ruler, convenient to quickly
adjust the film roll installation position; the main machine with magnetic powder tension mechanism,
automatic adjustment of film tension tightness;
5. The new film roll cutting mechanism can cut the original film roll;
6. Paper separation monitor is installed in front of the press roller of the main machine. When the
paper is separated from the subsequent paper, the machine will stop and give an alarm. This function
can effectively avoid film roll failure caused by paper separation or empty paper.

Figure 4, lamination unit

2-3, laminated Film cutting machine
1. Thin paper unfolding mechanism prevents the thin paper from rolling up after laminating machine
2. Disc cutter cutting device and perforating device
3. The laminated sheets cutting machine adopts scissors type pneumatic roller breaking mode

Figure 5, laminated sheets cutting
2-4, Paper receiving machine
1. Pneumatic paper pat mechanism, single sheet or multiple sheets pat
2. The function of pressure wave of the paper delivery belt can increase the stiffness of the paper in the
production of thin paper, and can quickly and stably transfer and receive the paper
3. When the paper delivery is double sheet, there is an Elimination mechanism
4. Nonstop paper receiving function

Figure 6, stacker
3, Main key configuration and brand
Micro relay
Contactor
push-button
Vacuum pump
encoder
sensor
machine chain
Solenoid valve
Bearing
Frequency converter
PLC controller
Touch Panel
Main motor
Feeder/stacker brake motor
Feeder servo motor
Pneumatic components
Conveyor belt

Moeller
Moeller
Moeller
BECKER
Panhoff
Baumer, Panasonic
choho
SMC
NSK, UBC
Delta
Delta
Delta
WANSHSIN
WANSHSIN
inovance
airtac
habasit

5, Photos of real equipment

Figure 9, stacker to feeder

Figure 10, feeder to stacker

